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Introduction
FerroTek Engineering Inc. is committed to provide its clients with
wonderful products and exceptional services throughout the life cycle
of its business.
Ferrotek is offering its services under its four outclass packages:➢ Trading
➢ Study in Turkey

➢ Tourism
➢ Turkish Citizenship

Vision
To be the leader in supplying quality products and excellent services
for Trading, Education, Travelling and Tourism Industry. To strengthen
the demand and acceptability of our brand with our clients. To keep
growing through innovative ideas, expanding products line and honest
partnership.

Chairman Message
Our qualified officials have decades of experience in the relevant
fields. Each member of the management dedicate maximum possible
time to ensure that our clients are fully satisfied and a successful
continuation of business is maintained. The backbone of our services
has been our multilingual, knowledgeable, well-trained team of
consultants. All of them are well oriented in customer satisfaction and
trained and qualified in the fields they excel in. All the staff has spent
several years working within a business domains like Hospitality,
Travelling, Trading and Education. On-going training and grooming isa
key to ensure the excellent level of services in all our domains through
their lifecycle.
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Trading
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Himalayan Salt & Products
CRYSTAL HIMALAYAN SALT
➢

Himalayan salt is about 96% sodium
chloride, or table salt. The rest are trace
amounts of 80–90 other minerals which
provide color, including opaque white,
pale
yellow,
pink
(the
most
commercially valuable color), orange
and even beet red. While some of the
minerals are toxic (arsenic, lead,
cadmium), they are in such small
percentages that they are harmless.

PINK GRANULAR HIMALAYAN SALT
➢

Pink Himalayan salt is a type of rock salt
from the Punjab region of Pakistan,
near the foothills of the Himalayas.
Some people describe pink Himalayan
salt as one of the purest salts available,
and say it boasts several health
benefits.
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Himalayan Salt & Products
PINK HIMALAYAN SALT POWDER
➢

As it contains up to 98 percent sodium
chloride, this means that only around 2
percent is made up of these various
trace minerals. Given the relatively
limited quantities in which people
normally consume salt, and the tiny
quantity of these minerals in the salt.

➢

As pink salt often has larger crystals
than table salt, it technically contains
less sodium per teaspoon. It also has a
saltier flavor than table salt, meaning
that a person can use less salt in a
serving to achieve the same taste.
However, pink salt is also available in a
smaller granule size that more closely
resembles regular salt.

➢

It is also known as sulemani namak,
Kala loon, and pada loon and is
commonly used in South Asian cuisine.
It has pungent, rotten eggs like smell
due to the presence of sulfur in it and
its color is not always black. In crystal
form, it is usually dark violet while in
powdered form it appears to be pink or
purple.

PINK HIMALAYAN SALT

BLACK HIMALAYAN SALT
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BLACK HIMALAYAN SALT POWDER
➢

Himalayan black salt is a skin exfoliator
that keeps your skin beautiful and
replenished. It removes dirt and dead
cells from the skin and gives a shine
and freshness to it. You can take a
warm salt bath after a tiring day by
mixing 1 teaspoon of black salt in water.
It will not only reduce fatigue but your
skin will be rejuvenated.

NATURALLY CRAFTED SALT LAMP
➢

Use of Himalayan salt in a neti pot or a
salt inhaler relieves symptoms of
allergies, asthma and hay fever. you can
also bring the salt lamps and night
lights to give an exquisite look to the
house and you will be benefitted from
the air purifying feature of the
Himalayan pink salt at the same time.

HIMALAYAN SALT TILES & BRICKS
➢

Himalayan Salt Bricks are considered
one of those few natural elements that
are full of health benefits and great
effect. The pink salt is mined from
the salt caverns which are located
thousands of miles below the
Himalayan mountain ranges. This huge
pressure makes the salt purer thus
gives it more health benefits.
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Himalayan Salt & Products
SALT SPA THERAPY
➢
➢

➢

It's also known as halotherapy,
Speleotherapy, and salt cave therapy.
It involves inhaling in a hypertonic salt
room/ or cave that stimulate diagnosing
respiratory problems (generally asthma)
Its quiet popular in Europe (especially
Poland). You can take it in different
forms such as saline solution inhalations
irrigation and lavage, saline and brine
baths, Taking the waters (crenotherapy)
and dry salt aerosol inhalations

ANIMAL SALT BLOCK
➢
➢

Salt is an absolutely essential mineral.
Animals die without an adequate
source of salt in the diet.
Herbivores and omnivores have evolved
so as to have extremely efficient
metabolisms that absorb and use salt
very efficiently, and filter it out of urine
so as not to lose it, except in extremely
small amounts. But even so, they can
use more, if they can get it.
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SPORTS WEAR & SPORTS STUFF
➢

Sports goods industry of Pakistan plays
a vital role in international trade of
sports goods. Now, we are exporting
products to Turkey with quality
assurance and perfection. These
products are manufactured to export
according
to
requirements
of
international
targeted
markets.
Pakistan’s
sports
items
gain
international fame.

➢

Bags are one of the essential things for
every woman in their daily life. Bags
help to carry things easily. Bags are also
a style statement for the women’s
fashion outfit. Leather bags never go
off-season and style. Leather is not a
textile material. Leather has its own
glow and polishes and will retain its
character even after many years of its
use.

➢

We are pleased to introduces ourselves
as established
Manufacturers and exporters of leather
and sports gloves
All
sorts
and
are
proficient
manufacturers of martial art
Uniform accessories and boxing, MMA
fighting
gears
and
boxing
championship belts.

LEATHER BAGS

LEATHER JACKETS

➢
➢
➢
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SOLAR FRAMES
➢

The evolution of these technologies
hasn’t ended fossil fuel use yet, but it
will. Mining and chemicals and plastics
can all be done with renewable
electricity, or with chemicals made
from air and water using renewable
electricity
(carbonengineering.com)
People who assume this cannot happen
are being proven wrong faster than
they can read.

➢

There are a lot of different ways to
track and quantify your life. Before
getting overwhelmed by all the kinds of
tracking and even the time it might take
to setup, let’s first categorize the types
of tracking. Broadly speaking, you can
separate tracking into two categories:
passive tracking and manual tracking.
You can then separate the types of
manual tracking according to the effort,
time required to measure something.

➢

The machine industry is a subsector of
the industry that produces a range of
products
from
power
tools,
different
types
of
machines,
and domestic technology to factory
equipment etc. On the one hand the
machine industry provides the means
of production for businesses in the
agriculture, mining, industry and
construction.

MANUAL TRACKERS

MACHINERY
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RICE
➢

In east Asia the rice is often the base of
the meal. The rice is glutinous, steamed
and sticks well together, so it’s easy to
eat it with chopsticks. In east Asia the
rice is often the base of the meal. The
rice is glutinous, steamed and sticks well
together, so it’s easy to eat it with
chopsticks. In Turkey the rice may even
me mixed with other cereals, like barley,
and as you can see it’s very loose.

➢

Turkish cuisine offers much more than
kebab and baklava. Every region of
Turkey has its specialty. As Ottoman
Empire interacted with many different
cultures and races, Turkish cuisine got
various dishes from all around EuropeAsia-Africa. Eastern Turkey cuisine is
based on meat and poultry whereas
Western Turkish cuisine is generally
based on vegetables, olive oil, herbs
and fish.

➢

Wool has been used for blankets, horse
rugs, saddle cloths, carpeting, insulation
and upholstery. Wool felt covers piano
hammers, and it is used to absorb odors
and noise in heavy machinery and
stereo speakers. Ancient Greeks lined
their helmets with felt, and Roman
legionnaires used breastplates made of
wool felt. Wool has also been
traditionally used for cloth diapers.
Wool fiber exteriors are hydrophobic.

MEAT

SHEEP WOOL
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OLIVE OIL
➢

Many studies have looked at the health
benefits of olive oil. Extra virgin olive
oil, is rich in antioxidants, which help
prevent cellular damage caused by
molecules
called
free
radicals.
Antioxidants neutralize free radicals. If
too many free radicals build up, they
can cause oxidative stress. This can lead
to cell damage, and it may play a role in
the development of certain diseases,
including certain types of cancer.

➢

We all know that dry fruits are healthy
and beneficial for both children and
youngsters, everyone needs dry fruits
in his daily routine life, but most of the
time it is very hard to find the best
quality dry fruits.
Dry fruits can boost the immunity
system of the human body which helps
to fight different diseases. Some dry
fruits are beneficial for cancer.

DRY FRUITS

➢

SINDHI DATES
➢

Dates fruit is one of the important
crops of Sindh province, Pakistan. Dates
fruit
mainly
grown
in
the
District Khairpur, Sindh. Almost 85% of
the Sindh dates are produced in
Khairpur alone. Khairpur city is more
famous for the date trees/palms, this is
why this fruit is also called as the
specialty of the city. There are two big
markets of dates in Sindh, such as
Sukkur and Khairpur.
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SURGICAL EQUIPMENT
➢

It manufactures Container Systems for
sterilization, Surgical Motor Systems,
Medical Illumination Systems and Single
Use Medical Systems Industrial Zone.
FerroTek meets the needs of continuous
R&D works and the capacity increasing.
We export our products in the world
market with a high competitive power.

➢

Make a statement with custom Luxury
Villa furniture, Free warranty, Fully
Customizable.
Custom
Luxury
Villa furniture, Luxury apartment
furniture. At Factory Direct Prices.
In Turkey, furniture is produced both in
workshops
and
industrial-scale
manufacturing units. These small
workshops play an important role in
producing hand carved and handmade
furniture.

FURNITURE

➢

CLASSIC CUTLERY
➢

Timeless pattern characterized by fine
proportions and the precise detailing.
Perfect in either modern or traditional
settings. The understated shape is
wonderfully classy. The Classic range has
a subtler look than most stainless steel
cutlery. The distinctive design feature of
Classic is the gentle facet around the
edge of the knife handle, spoon and fork.
The cutlery is hand polished to give a
luxurious bright satin finish.
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Study
in
Study in Turkey
Turkey
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Study In Turkey

You have many reasons to study in Turkey.
Turkey is a center of attraction for students in
the

world,

with

its

natural,

spiritual,

transportation and physical properties specific
to its cities.
✓ Bridge to the World and Rich Culture
✓ Quality Education and Economic Life
✓ Education According To Your Dream Job
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Quality Higher Education Opportunities
Turkey is the second country in the world in access to higher education
with 94.2% schooling rate. Turkey involved in European Higher
Education Area is implementing the Bologna Process in a perfect way;
our Bologna report is 5 out of 5. So, the diploma you receive from a

university in Turkey is recognized in all European countries! As course
credit system, ECTS is applied in accordance with Europe and all
students are given Diploma Supplement. In addition, Turkey is one of
the most successful countries participating in the exchange programs
under Erasmus +. In addition to Erasmus, there are many exchange
programs in Turkey, such as Mevlana, Farabi, which support the mobility
of students and lecturers.
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CERTIFICATE COURSES
➢ Certifications are often a
worthwhile
investment
because
of
the
many
advantages they can provide
throughout your career. As you
move forward and as your
business evolves, be sure to
keep your certifications up-todate so you can continue to
realize these benefits. Also, be
sure
to
publicize
your
certifications on your website,
your marketplace profile, and
your portfolio.
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INTERNSHIP
➢ We
are
officially
representing more then 50+
Universities in Turkey. We will
make sure that you will get a
partial scholarship and pay the
lowest fees possible for the
chosen program.
➢ We are the leading agency to
Universities in Turkey. With
more then 50+ Partner
Universities in Turkey in
different cities, we offer our
students only the best!
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POSTGRADUATE
Associate Degree: The degree awarded after
the two year preparation program has been
completed.
Undergraduate: Awarded after completing a
four-year training programme and 240 ECTS.
The study period for dentistry, veterinary
medicine and pharmacy shall be five years, and
six years for surgery.
Master’s: It is a two-year program for a degree
in Social Sciences (MA) or Mathematics (MS).
There are two types of Master’s degrees, with
thesis and without.
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ERASMUS +
➢

Turkey has participated in European
Community programs since 2004 following
their integrated set of actions designed to
promote cooperation between the EU member
states and candidate countries in various
specific fields related to EU policies. Citizens,
companies, non-governmental organizations,
students and instructors and the national
administrations of member states and
candidate countries can all participate in the
extensive range of Community programs.
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GRADUATE
➢

Public universities in Turkey are very
affordable; international students pay tuition
fees between 100 and 4,000 EUR per academic
year. This is well below the average tuition in
countries like the UK, the US, Canada,
Australia, or China. From accommodation to
food and groceries, from transport to fun and
travel, all these living costs are surprisingly low
in Turkey. You can live comfortably with a
monthly budget of 400–600 EUR.
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UNDERGRADUATE
There are over 800 higher education
institutions in Turkey and the Bachelor degrees
from schools in Turkey can open seemingly
limitless professional doors. With programs in
Economics, Computer Engineering, Psychology,
Travel Management, Industrial Engineering,
International
Relations,
Language
and
Literature, Music, International Logistics
Management, Architecture, Mathematics, and
Business Administration, there are plenty of
reasons to apply for a Bachelor in Turkey.
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Opportunities in Turkey
➢ PhD in Educational Administration and
Supervision (Turkish)
➢ PhD in Computer Engineering (Turkish)
➢ PhD in Management and Land Use (Turkish)
o PhD in Nutrition and Dietetics (Turkish)
o Master of Business Administration (Thesis)
(English)
o Bachelor of Interior Architecture and
Environmental Design (Turkish)
o Master of Architecture (Thesis) (English)
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Tourism

Tourism
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Tourism
About Turkey
Turkey is a modern country with a captivating blend of antiquity and
contemporary and East and West. Get interesting information about
Turkey and read up on our history, culture and art, nature and
geography, traditional culinary culture, real Turkish lifestyle and more.
All you need to know about Turkey and beyond.
Turkey has earned 30 billion USD from tourism while total exports are
157 billion USD. 80% of tourism revenues is from foreign tourists. In
other words, income from foreign tourists is 24 billions USD. Which is
15% of total exports of Turkey.
As per 2014's statistics, there are around 800 000 people working in
tourism industry, approximately 5% of those are foreigners or
expatriates.
It is important for Turkish economy but Turkish economy is not
dependent on tourism. Turkey's main export items are industrial items,
automotive, textile etc.
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Anatolia
➢ Antalya is Turkey’s biggest international sea resort, located on
the Turkish Riviera. Large-scale development and governmental
funding has promoted tourism. A record 13.6 million tourists passed
through the city in 2019. Also known as Asia Minor, Anatolia, Turkey
refers to the Asian part of Turkey, the plateau that juts out between
the Black Sea and the Mediterranean sea. According to Wikipedia, the

term "Anatolia" covers most of modern Turkey, with 97 per cent of
Turkey's area located in Anatolia. An Anatolian peninsula map would
reveal that the other three per cent is located in Europe, specifically
the Balkan peninsula. This area of Turkey outside of Anatolia, called
Thrace, includes Istanbul and over 10 per cent of Turkey's total
population.
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Blue Mosque
➢ The Blue Mosque was built in early 17th century during the reign of
Sultan Ahmed— hence the original name Sultanahmet Mosque- to
prove that Ottoman architecture is as good as that of its predecessor
Roman Empire, whose greatest legacy St. Sofia standing a minute's
walk from the mosque, at the other side of the Hippodrome (at
meydanı- horse square).
➢ In the picture above, both of these marvelous structures are visible.
The six-minaret one in the foreground is the Blue Mosque and the
four-minaret one behind it is the great St. Sofia, which was built some
11 centuries before it, during the reign of Roman Emperor Justinian.
➢ In my humble opinion, St. Sofia is more awe-inspiring because its
dome is of a greater diameter and also it was built ages before the
Blue Mosque. On the other hand, the Blue Mosque has a different
beauty when one beholds it from its interior. The way its columns
support the lesser domes without distracting your attention, and the
overall harmony of all its components make you think that all of the
structure has been carved out of one stone and someone has just put
it there. I have spent hours just watching its beauty, without even
thinking it is a temple, as if it is just a sculpture.
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Hogia Sophia
➢ Hagia Sophia was built by the Greek Byzantines during the fourth
century. It used to be full of priceless items made of gold and jewels
which decorated the church. There were beautiful works of art in
there. When the west Europeans conquered Konstantinople, they
stole all the precious items. When the Ottoman barbarians
conquered the city, they destroyed mostly every work of art. Only a
few of them were partly destroyed and two were saved. The Turks
converted Hagia Sophia into a mosque. It was as if they had
converted the Eiffel tower into a mall or the colosseum into a
stadium. Now they want to seem like barbarians again.
➢ Over 50 years prior, UNESCO considered Hogia Sophia as a piece of
the Historic region on the planet Heritage site. In 2005 a gathering of
appeal in Turkey’s committee of state asserted that this noteworthy
structure had a place with an establishment set up by king Mehmet
when he conquered Constantinople in 1453. Presently Turkey’s
chamber of state concurred and gave finishing up comments by
saying that this noteworthy structure Mehmet assigned as a mosque
and another utilization would be viewed as illicit.
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Topkapi Palace
➢ Topkapi Palace Museum, Topkapi Sarayı Müzesi, museum in Istanbul
that exhibits the imperial collections of the Ottoman Empire and
maintains an extensive collection of books and manuscripts in its
library. It is housed in a palace complex that served as the
administrative center and residence of the imperial Ottoman court
from about 1478 to 1856. It opened as a museum in 1924, a year
after the establishment of the Republic of Turkey.
➢ The Topkapi Palace was converted into a museum in 1924, shortly
after the abolition of the Ottoman Caliphate that year. (The Sultanate
had been abolished in 1922.) However, the palace had lost most of its
importance decades earlier, when Abdulmejid I moved the Ottoman
court to the Dolmabahçe Palace in 1856.
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Bosphorus
➢ The Bosphorus Bridge spans across the Bosphorus Strait between
Ortakoy district, on the European side, and Beylerbeyi, on Istanbul’s
Asian side, offering the chance for visitors to cross between the two
continents that make up this unique and extensive city. The famous
bridge is approximately 1.5 kilometres wide and 165 meters high
with an underneath clearance of 64 meters which allows for larger
ships to pass below. Construction of the Bosphorus Bridge began in
1970, under the command of Prime Minister Adnan Menderes who
first proposed the idea in 1957. Three years later the building works
were completed and the bridge was declared open on October 29th
1973, exactly 50 years after Turkey became an independent
Republic.
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Pamukkale
➢ Pamukkale, meaning “cotton castle” in Turkish, is an unreal landscape
in western Turkey, famous for its white terraces. The terraces are
made of travertine, a sedimentary rock deposited by water with a
very high mineral content from the hot springs. People have bathed
in its pools for thousands of years. The ancient Greek city of
Hierapolis was built on top of the hot springs by the kings of
Pergamon.
➢ The hot springs aren’t Pamukkale’s only attraction. Above the
cascading pools, you will find the remains of an ancient city. The city
of Hierapolis was a Greco-Roman and Byzantine town that stood on
top of the castle. At the end of the 20th century, people started
building hotels on top of the ruins. As a result, this heavily damaged
the city. The hotels were removed after the Hierapolis became a
protected UNESCO World Heritage site in 1988. The photo above
shows the restored theatre, first built around 70 AD.
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Turkish Citizenship
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Turkish Citizenship
Turkish nationality law is based primarily on the principle of jus
sanguinis. Children who are born to a Turkish mother or a Turkish father
are Turkish citizens from birth. The intention to renounce Turkish
citizenship (or acquire citizenship from another state) is submitted in
Turkey by a petition to the highest administrative official in the
concerned person's place of residence, and when overseas to
the Turkish consulate. Documents processed by these authorities are
forwarded to the Ministry of Interior (Turkey) for appropriate action.
There are few ways to get Turkish Citizenship:
➢ Fixed Capital in Turkey
➢ By Property Investment in Turkey
➢ By Job Creation in Turkey
➢ By Bank deposit in Turkey
➢ By Turkish Spouse in Turkey
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How to become a citizen of Turkey
The eligibility requirements for Turkish citizenship are fairly
straightforward: You need to be of adult age (according to your country
of origin), and you must have lived in Turkey for at least 5 years, with a
total interruption of less than six months. This is reduced to 3 years if
you are married to a Turkish national or if you are a foreigner born on
Turkish soil. Your physical and mental health must be sound and you
must have no criminal record. Also, you must be able to speak Turkish at
a basic level. If you are not married to a Turkish national you also have
to prove that you can support yourself while living in Turkey. As long as
you have a job, you will meet that requirement. If not, though, you may
be able to prove this through existing funds or pension payments.
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Applying For Turkish Citizenship


Documents Required

➢ To
apply
for
Turkish
citizenship, you need to bring
the following documents to a
local government office
(usually a town or city hall).

➢ Valid Passport
➢ 4 passport-size photos
➢ Documents proving your relationships with your
spouse and children (if applicable)
➢ Certificate proving you are in good mental and
physical health

Also, you will need proof of your Turkish language ability. You can get
this by conducting an interview with a Turkish government official, and
should be able to arrange an appointment through your city or town
hall. These interviews are subjective and their difficulty varies
depending on the official. If you are fluent in Turkish, however, you
should have no problem.
You will be provided with application forms when you bring your
documents to the town hall. Once you have completed the required
paperwork and paid an application fee, your documents and
applications will be forwarded to the Ministry of the Interior for review.
The Turkish Consulate General will inform you of the results by mail.
Keep in mind that Turkey’s citizenship law tends to be flexible. Officials
sometimes make exceptions if they perceive that a decision will
improve the country’s image in the international media. This is
especially true as the Turkish government continues to court the
European Union.
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Benefits of being a Turkish citizen
➢ High quality of life.
➢ Take advantage of advanced and free education
opportunities.
➢ Benefiting from excellent health facilities.
➢ Living in a safe environment.

➢ Being exempted from military service by
applying for TCBI.
➢ Access to Turkish cuisine, one of the world’s
unique cuisines.
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Contact Info
MAIN OFFICE
+90 552 689 27 54
+90 552 345 00 05
 +90 212 843 55 56
info@ferrotektrading.com
Yenibosna Merkez Mah. 1.Asena Sk.
Prime Istanbul No: 15 b Iç Kapi no: 57
Bahçelievler/ Istanbul

PAKISTAN OFFICE
+92 333 512 86 64
+92 344 510 00 02
 +92 51 275 10 58
info@ferrotektrading.com
Plot # 47 Street # 3, main street # 1
Industrial Area, I- /10-3, Islamabad,
Pakistan
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